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ON THE INNOVATION THEOREM

T. F. LIN

Abstract. Let z(t), 0 < / < T, be the signal process and>>(/) = f'0z(r) dr

+ w(t) be the observation process where w(t) is a process of independent

increments. It is shown that, under certain conditions, the innovation

process v(t) = y(t) - f'0E(z(r)\y(u), 0 < u < r) dr, has the same proba-

bility law as H>(r).

1. Introduction. Let z(t), 0 < t < T, be a (t, u)-measurable signal process

in7?m suchthat

OO fTE\z(t)\2dt < oo,
•'o

where | • | denotes the m-dimensional vector norm as well as the absolute

value of a number, and let

y(t) = f'z(s)ds + w(t),

for 0 < / < T, be the observation process where w(t) is an w-dimensional

Wiener process such that

W(t) - w(s) is independent of

0-2) §s = a{z(r), w(r); 0 < r < s} for 0 < s < t < T.

Let % = a{y(r): 0 < r < s},0 < s < T. Condition (1.1) implies the ex-

istence of E{z(s)\%} which is measurable in (s, a). Indeed, this condition

can be weakened somewhat (see [3, p. 21 and Remark, p. 23]). The process

v(t)=y(t)-['E{z(s)\%}ds

is called the innovation process. Application of the innovation processes to

optimal filtering can be found in [1], [2], [4], [6], [7].

It has been known that {v(t), f,} is an L2-martingale with the same

quadratic variation as w(t). This result was extended to the case that w(t) is

an L2-martingale with conditional independent increments w.r.t. {§,} (see [5,

Theorem 3]). If w(t) is the Wiener process again, the continuity of v(t)
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implies that v(t) is also a Wiener process (see [3, Lemma 2.2], [5, Theorem 2]).

These results are the innovation theorems. Combining the above results, it is

naturally interesting to know whether v(t) has the same probability law as

w(t) if w(t) is a process of independent increments. This paper shows that this

is true, at least under certain conditions.

2. Generalization. Let all the notations be defined as in §1 except that w(t)

is now a process of independent increments satisfying condition (1.2) and

(2.1) Ew(t) = 0,   E\w(t) - w(s)f< c2(t - s),

for 0 < s < t < T where c G R+. Let x(t) = z(t) - E(z(t)\^,), 0 < t <

T. Then

v(t) = f x(s) ds + w(t).

It is easy to see that [v(t), f,} is a martingale.

For 0 < i < / < T, let tk - s + k(t - s)2~", 0 < k < 2". Also, for 0 < A:

< 2", let

M't) = *>('*+.) - «('*)>       M'*) = w('*+i) - w('*)

and

Mk(x)=('k+ix(r)dr.
•it.

|2\  =Lemma 1. (a) \imn^kE{\Mk(x)\2} = 0.

(b)lim_ooSyt£{|Aw(/,)||A4(x)|} = 0.

Proof. By Schwarz's inequality and Fubini's theorem,

(2.2) E{\AIk(x)\2} < (tk+x - tk)f'k+,E\x(s)\2as,

E{\Aw(tk)\\AIk(x)\) < [E\Aw(tk)\2E\AIk(x)\2}X/2

<c(tk+l-tk)i[f^+lE\x(s)\2ds

In deriving the last inequality, we have used both (2.1) and (2.2). Since

E\x(s)\2< E\x(s)\2+ E\E{z(s)\%}\2= E\z(s)f,

(a) follows from (2.2) and (1.1). From (2.3),

7 ^ 1/2

2E{\Aw(tk)\\AIk(x)\} < c^-s^ax^E^fds^

Therefore, (b) follows from the above inequality and (1.1).

For 0 < k < 2", let

/   _ eA[w(0-H'('t) + t)(/t)-t)W]i
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where X G Rm and where "•" denotes the dot product in Rm.

Lemma 2. For 0 < k < 2",

(2.4) E(fk+l - fk\%) = E{fke-^"\JX + J2)(k)\%)

with

(2.5) \Jx(k)\ <!|A|2|A7,(X)|2,    \J2(k)\ <\\\2\Aw(tk)\\Mk(x)\.

Proof. Note that if we write

(2.6) eiu = I + Rx(u)= I + iu + R2(u),

then

(2.7) |Ä,(!i)|<|4    \R2(u)\<{-\u\2.

Now since Av(tk) = AIk(x) + &w(tk), it is easy to check that

fk+i-fk=fk(eiX^M-l).

Therefore, by using (2.6),

Eift+l-MV = E{fk(e^M _ i)|^j

= E{fk[i\ ■ Mk(x) + R2(X ■ Mk(x))ps)

= £(j¡ke"í*(*,íá*,wft • á.Ik(x)\%)

(2.8) +E{fkR2(\-Mk(x))\$s}

= E{fke-*+«'¿[l + Rl(X- bw(tk))]i\ ■ Mk(x)\%)

+ E {fke-i^w^)eiXlwU^R2(X ■ älk(x))\<5s)

= E{fke-^^[i\ ■ Mk(x) + (/, + J2)(k)]\%),

where

(2.9) /,(Ä:) = e'^'*>/v2(A-A/Jx)),

J2(k) = i\-Mk(x)Rx(\-bw(tk)).

By using the fact that f, c S, and assumption (1.2),

E{fke-*+«">\'Mk(x)\$,)

= £{£(e'Mw(0--(It+1)+«(/*)-«W][x • A/t(x)]|§,t+i)|^)

(2.10) = £eiM»(<)-w(,lt,)l£{e.MoW-»Wl[x . uk(x)]\9g)

m Eei\lw(û-w(lk+l)lE ̂ei\-lv(,k)-v(s)lE iX . A/^^lfJI^}

= 0.

The   last   inequality   follows   from   the   facts   that   àlk(x) = àv(tk) -

bw(tk), {v(t), §,} is a martingale, and assumptions (1.2) and (2.1). Therefore,

(2.8) and (2.10) imply equality (2.4). Inequality (2.5) follows from (2.9), (2.7)
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and the fact that |e,x'H,('*)| = 1. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

Theorem 3. For 0 < s < t < T,

ß fe/V[oO)-o(í)]|fjl   _   £ei\\wU)-w(s)\

Proof. By Lemma 2,

£ l ei\[vU)-vU)] _ eiA-[w(<)-M'(j)]|f^-|

,, in = E(fr -fa®,) -2*(/*+i "AW

-S*{Ä*-Ai*^>(/I + /ax*)|y,}.

From the fact that |/fce~*'AH,('*)| < 1, and from Lemma 1, it is easily seen

that

tat ^Ue-^'-Xjy + J2)(k)\ = 0.
k

Therefore, by letting n -* oo in (2.11), we have

ß tei\[v(t)-v(s)] _ giX-[w(/)-w(i)]igr j  _ o.

Since S, c §s, Theorem 3 follows from the above identity and from assump-

tion (1.2).

Corollary 4. The innovation process {v(t), f,}, 0 < t < T, is a process of

independent increments with the same probability law as w(t).
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